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What is Back2Businessship
We are the only UK Marketing, Digital, PR & Sports Marketing 
Returners programme that up skills, builds confidence and 
coaches the “return” of top talent into the workplace after a 
family/caring career break.

“ The programme gave me an enormous sense of renewed 
confidence in my own abilities as well as sense of not 
being alone but part of a group that are trying to find their 
way through the inequalities of the current system”. 

Over 200 delegates have already 
graduated from the programme 
since 2014 and secured roles at 
top marketing and communications 
companies and blue chip brands, 
including Save the Children, HP, 
Golin, FHF, R/GA, GDST, Oracle, 
Rolls Royce, the Government 
Returners Office, Girl Effect 
(Nike), Arc’teryx, New Society, ISI 
(Independent Schools Inspectorate),  

The Advertising Association and 
many more. 

Many organisations continue to 
hire the same type of talent from 
the same places despite voicing 
public commitments to improving 
diversity and inclusion in their teams. 
Back2Businessship unlocks a largely 
untapped talent pool that is being 
ignored by many organisations 

Our delegates  
will be: 

 People who have taken   
 extended time out of their  
 career for caring reasons;  
 + 3 years

 Average age - over 40 

 35% + From black Asian  
 minority ethnic communities 

 40% + People from lower  
 socio economic backgrounds

 All from digital, marketing, pr,  
 communications & sports  
 marketing backgrounds 

How the programme works
A 6 day face to face bootcamp over 2 weeks featuring 25 interactive sessions 
presented by experts in their field. All presenters offer their time pro bono.

Focused on Outcomes: enabling experienced Returners to get back to work  
and into jobs as well as updating their skills and knowledge to reboot their careers.

Practical Career Skills  

Personal Development Skills including 
guidance on navigating on-line job 
applications, creating a platinum Linked 
In profile, interviewing in a post COVID 
world, negotiating skills, and managing 
your imposter syndrome.

Skills & Sector Specific Modules

Skills & Sector specific modules on 
the impact of data and analytics on 

marketing & communications strategies, 
what to expect from immersive 
technology, AI, the IOT and the impact of 
technological change, the 24/7 ‘always 
on’ news agenda and the blurred line 
between earned, owned & shared.

Speed Dating

Culminating in the final day speed  
dating event where delegates meet 
leading companies eager to meet and 
hire returners.



20% of your Partner fee 
will go towards a bursary 
fund for those delegates 

from lower socio economic 
backgrounds. The rest 

of your fee goes towards 
the costs of delivering the 

programme. The programme 
is non profit making. 

Your internal Digital & 
Marketing team can 

manage and deliver a 
dedicated module during 

the 6 day bootcamp.

Your company logo with 
a click through to your 
company EDI activities 
will be on all on line and 

hard copy marketing/
promotional and  
course materials. 

Two members of your in 
house recruitment team can 
meet the Returners at our 
Speed Dating event and 

choose delegates for  
your current Interim  

and Permanent roles. Your 
first 2 hires come with no 
recruitment fees attached. 

There will be positive internal and external benefits from being associated  
with an established Returners Programme particularly one that is focused on 

social mobility and people from black, Asian, minority communities. 
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Who created 
Back2Businessship? 

Liz Nottingham
Liz has a 30 year+ HR and Learning & 
Development career predominantly in the Media, 
Marketing & PR sectors working for R/GA, 
Starcom, Grey & Weber Shandwick.

Amanda Fone
Amanda has a 30 year+ career in recruitment 
& search in Marketing & PR & Sports 
Marketing, Founder & CEO f1 recruitment ltd 
& Co founder of NoTurningBack2020. 

“The calibre of the returners on the programme was quite simply 
outstanding. We could have hired many of them into current vacancies.  

I have changed my mind totally about what to expect from returners.”

Post COVID-19 and since the  
BLACK LIVES MATTER events of 2020 
businesses understand the economic and 
societal benefits of having a diverse workforce. 
Being a Back2businessship2022 Company Partner  
will position you as a business that 

 supports flexible working patterns as a progressive employer 
 acknowledges the value of the experienced returner 
 is actively engaged in programmes that create social mobility  
 particularly from under-represented groups such as those from black,  
 Asian, minority ethnic backgrounds 
 actively wants to reach out to the over 40’s in a sector that  
 is known for being ‘ young ‘ 
 is keen to engage with returners (women and men)   
 who have had time out for caring reasons 

 is keeping the gender & ethnicity pay gap front of mind
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Partner Benefits

C O M P A N Y  P A R T N E R

2022 Partners

f1 recruitment ltd has been the delivery partner since 2013. For 2022 and for the second year H+K Strategies will be our Host Partner. 


